
Happa, the forest-kid 

~ All the fish have disappeared from the river.~ 
 



 

 

Once upon a time there was a big, big forest. 

A river ran deep into the forest. 
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Bubble, Bubble, Bubble, Bubble 
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Deep in the big, big forest Happa was taking a 

bath.  

He loves taking a bath.  

Splash, Splash, Splash  

“Aah this is lovely” said Happa, he closed his 

eyes and drifted off. 
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Splash!! 

Suddenly Froggy jumped into the bath. “Oh no 

what happened?” screamed Happa.  

Froggy calmed himself down and explained;  

“All the fish have disappeared from the river”. 
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Happa and Froggy ran to check the river when 

they arrived at the river, they found the bears 

looking confused andworried.  

“Hey Happa” shouted one of the bears, 

“Can you do us a favor? All the salmon have 

disappeared from the river, can you go to check 

the ocean for us and find out where they are?” 

“Sure, no problem” 
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Happa followed the river through the big, big 

forest and then through a big, big city until he 

came to the ocean. 
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When Happa reached the ocean he was shocked 

“Oh no! it’s all red” said Happa.  

All of the animals and fish in the ocean 

looked poorly.  

“Oh dear, oh dear, L must help them”, said 

Happa.  

He scratched his head a little. “Ah L have an 

idea” 
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Happa jumped into the air and shouted  

“AAHH, come on, lets go!!”  

When Happa shouted a cloud of leaves flew 

from the forest and stuck to his body.  

Za Zaaaa Peta, Za Zaaaaa Peta,  

Happa grew bigger and bigger. 
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Happa spread his leaves all around, covering 

the red ocean.  
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Ba Ba, baaaa Babababa Baaaa 
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Happa and his leaves dived into the sea to try 

and soak up the red dirt.  

Slowly, slowly, bit by, bit the sea turned back to 

a beautiful shade of blue.  

The sea returned to blue as Happa soaked up 

the red dirt, he grew weak and tired. 

“I don’t feel well” he thought. 
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Just as he started to slip underwater a bird 

swooped down and plucked him out and dried 

him in the sun. 

The fish also helped and dried out the leaves in 

the sun.  

“Thanks guys pheww!! I feel much better.” 
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Thanks to Happa and the forest the sea went to 

natural,  

then the salmon returned to the river.  

“Yappee thanks Happa” Everybody lived 

happily ever after. 
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